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Background: Estimates of atrial fibrillation (AF) burden (AFB) derived from intermittent rhythm
monitoring (IRM) are increasingly being used as an outcome measure after therapeutic interventions;
however, their accuracy has never been validated. The aim of this study was to compare IRM-derived AFB
estimates to the true AFB as measured by implantable continuous monitoring (CM) devices.
Methods: Rhythm histories from 647 patients (mean AFB: 12 ± 22%; 687 patient·years) with CM devices
were analyzed. IRM of various frequencies and durations were simulated and the obtained IRM-derived
AF burdens were compared to the true AFB measured by CM.
Results: The relative error of the IRM burden estimates was dependent on the IRM length (P < 0.001),
frequency of IRM (P < 0.001), the true AFB (P < 0.001), and its temporal aggregation (AF density, P <
0.001). In paroxysmal AF patients, the relative error even with aggressive IRM strategies was >80% of
the true AFB. The relative error decreased with higher true AF burdens, lower AF densities, and higher
IRM frequency or duration (P < 0.001). However, even in patients with high AF burdens and/or low AF
densities, IRM estimates of AFB significantly deviated from the true AFB (relative error >20%, P < 0.001)
and resulted in a substantial measurement error.
Conclusion: IRM-derived AFB estimates are unreliable estimators of the true AFB. Particularly for
paroxysmal AF patients, IRM-derived AFB estimates should not be used to evaluate outcomes after AF
interventions. (PACE 2014; 00:1–9)
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Introduction
Recent studies have shown that patient
follow-up with intermittent rhythm monitoring
(IRM) fails to detect atrial fibrillation (AF)
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recurrence and introduces significant bias, overestimates the success rates, and distorts the scientific
evaluation of therapeutic interventions.1–3 Added
to this, the outcome of “time-to-first-AF recurrence” has been shown to be an inappropriate end
point for clinical trials4,5 due to the tendency of
AF to recur in temporal clusters. Intracardiac6 and
implantable, leadless, subcutaneous monitoring
devices7 are now capable of continuously monitoring AF episodes. This has led to the concept
of AF burden (AFB) defined as the proportion of
the observed time that a patient is in AF.7–9 Both
intracardiac and subcutaneous monitoring devices
reliably quantify AFB with ࣙ98.5% accuracy.7,10
In contrast to other clinical end points (symptoms,
hospitalizations, or rare clinical complications of
AF such as stroke, bleeding, or mortality), AFB
can be measured on a continuous scale and in
every patient, especially in the setting of a clinical
trial comparing AF treatments. Consequently,
drawing inferences on the success of a therapeutic
intervention based on a quantitative outcome that
can be measured in every patient may require
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shorter studies with smaller sample sizes and
therefore less costly clinical trials.
Primarily due to the associated costs and
invasiveness, patient follow-up using solely continuous monitoring (CM)—both in the clinical
and investigational settings—may not be feasible.
Recently, several studies have been published in
which AFB is estimated with longer duration
(7 days, 14 days) IRM performed several times
in every patient throughout the course of the
study.11–13 This IRM-derived AFB estimate (IRMAFB) is assumed to represent the patients’ true
AFB and is then used as an end point to
evaluate the AF status of the patients and the
success of therapeutic interventions. Although the
use of IRM-AFB estimates seems logical, to our
knowledge the reliability of these estimates has
never been validated or compared to the true AFB.
The aim of this study is to evaluate how IRMAFB estimates of various IRM frequencies and
durations compare to the true AFB, as measured
in a large population of patients monitored with
implantable CM devices.

given day(s) may detect a certain amount of
AFB; however, if the same examination happens
to take place several days earlier or later, this
could change the results and lead to a different
AFB estimation. Because in the most conventional
studies, only a limited number of IRM tests were
used, chance has an immeasurable effect on the
results of such studies, and any inferences on
AFB drawn from these results will be problematic.
In this study, we reconstructed the rhythm
history of every patient and used computationally
intensive simulation to simulate in every patient
all possible IRM strategies of various durations and
frequencies and to draw inferences on the obtained
distribution of the IRM AFB and true measurement
error of IRM AFB versus the true AFB for IRM
of any duration and frequency. Technical details
of the simulation procedure are presented in the
online Supporting information (part B).
IRM-AFB was defined as the proportion of the
total IRM monitored time that the patient was in
AF. The AF density, as described previously,1 was
evaluated as a quantitative measure of the AFB
temporal aggregation and was calculated as an
index consisting of values between 0 (AFB evenly
spread over the observation time) and 1 (maximum
possible AFB aggregation, i.e., “one block of AF”).1
Details on the calculation of the AF density are
presented in the online Supporting information
(part C).
Because significant evidence exists that longer
duration IRM leads to reduced patient compliance
for various reasons,7,14–17 thus leading to data
loss, we simulated various levels of compliance to
investigate how a reduction in patient compliance
may affect the measurement error of IRMAFB estimates. Compliance was defined as the
proportion of actual monitored days to the number
of days initially planned for monitoring. Loss of
data due to reduced compliance was assumed to
be random. Compliance was investigated at the
90%, 75%, and 50% levels.

Methods
Population Characteristics, Cardiac Rhythm
Reconstruction, and IRM Simulation
Data acquired from 647 patients monitored
with a CM device (Reveal XT 9529, n = 73; AT500
pacemaker, n = 574; Medtronic, Inc., Minneapolis,
MN, USA) were analyzed. Demographics and
detailed patient characteristics have been reported
previously1 and are presented in detail in the
online Supporting information (part A). The mean
true AFB was 0.12 ± 0.22 and the mean followup was 1.1 ± 0.4 years (range: 0.1–3.7 years;
687 patient years). All patients provided informed
consent for the data collection and use. The
study was approved by the local ethics committee
(ClinicalTrials.gov ID: NCT00806689).
In every patient, the complete rhythm history
was reconstructed. Thereafter, we used computationally intensive simulation methods to simulate
IRMs of various durations (1, 2 , 3, . . . ,30 days)
and frequencies (n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,12) in every
patient and evaluated the IRM-AFB obtained by
IRM strategies in all patients. The benefits of
using a computational approach in contrast to a
direct use of real IRMs is that a computational
approach allows us to perform an unlimited
amount of “virtual” IRM strategies of any duration,
frequency, and level of compliance in all patients
and evaluate the obtained IRM-AFB estimates
against the true values. In short, in a conventional
study design, the choice of time when the IRM
takes place has an enormous influence on the
results.1 Because AF is intermittent, IRM on

2

Estimation of IRM-AFB Measurement Error
For the measurement of the error between the
true AFB estimates and the IRM-AFB estimates,
the relative mean absolute deviation (RAD) was
calculated in all patients and for all IRM strategies
(IRM frequencies and durations) and levels of
compliance. Technical details on the calculation
of RAD are presented in the online Supporting
information (part D). RAD provides a robust
measure of the IRM-AFB error as a percentage of
the true value and is presented in all analyses
included in this work. For example, a relative
error of 50% of a true burden 0.20 would indicate
that the average expected error of the IRM-AFB
estimate is ±0.1.
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Statistical Analyses

Effect of Patient Compliance on IRM-AFB Error

The influence of AFB and density, and IRM
duration and frequency on RAD, was examined
using second-order response surface regression
models. Details on the modeling procedure are
presented in the online Supporting information
(part E). Separate models were used for the most
commonly used IRM durations (24 hours, 7 days,
14 days, and 30 days). All statistical analyses and
simulations were performed with R version 2.15.2
(R Development Core Team 2012). The P values of
two-sided tests at a significance level of 0.05 are
reported.

Patient compliance had a statistically significant influence on the measurement error of IRM
burden estimates (RAD) and this influence was
independent from the AF or IRM characteristics.
Regression models showed that reduced compliance led to a significant additional increase in
RAD for every type of AF and IRM characteristic.
For 7-day IRM, compliance levels of 90%,
75%, and 50% led to an additional average
increase of RAD by 6.1% (95% confidence interval
[CI]: 5.1–7.0%; P < 0.001), 16.7% (95% CI: 15.3–
17.9%; P < 0.001), and 24.8% (95% CI: 23.3–
26.2%; P < 0.001), respectively.
For 14-day IRM, compliance levels of 90%,
75%, and 50% led to an additional average
increase of RAD by 4.4% (95% CI: 4.2–4.6%; P
< 0.001), 10.1% (95% CI: 9.7–10.5%; P < 0.001),
and 24.4% (95% CI: 22.9–25.9%; P < 0.001),
respectively.
For 30-day IRM, compliance levels of 90%,
75%, and 50% led to an additional average
increase of RAD by 3.1% (95% CI: 2.7–3.3%; P
< 0.001), 9.0% (95% CI: 8.5–9.6%; P < 0.001),
and 19.2% (95% CI: 18.2–20.4%; P < 0.001),
respectively.

Results
Determinants of IRM-AFB Error
Regression models showed that the determinants of RAD were the AF characteristics (AFB,
P < 0.001; AF density, P < 0.001) as well as
the duration of the IRM (P < 0.001) and the IRM
frequency (number of IRM/year, P < 0.001). The
detailed regression models and results, together
with the effect sizes and interactions of the AF
and IRM characteristics on the error of IRM-AFB
(response surface models) are presented in online
Table 1 (Supporting information, part F). These
results are visualized more clearly in Figure 1.
For any AF density, RAD increases at lower AFB.
Higher AF densities result in significantly higher
RAD. The IRM duration had a significant effect
on RAD with increasing IRM duration leading to
decreased RAD. This effect was more pronounced
at low densities (Fig. 1, left) and became less
important at high AF densities (Fig. 1, right). The
relative error of the most commonly used IRM
strategies (24-hour, 7-day, and 30-day IRM) to
estimate AFB is shown in Figure 2. Our analyses
presented in Figures 1 and 2 as well as in online
Table 1 (Supporting information, part F) indicate
that IRM-AFB estimates result in a significant
measurement error at all levels of AFB and density
and for all IRM strategies. This measurement error
becomes particularly concerning at true burdens
<0.4 for which the RAD exceeds values of 80%
(Figs. 1 and 2).
Averaging the IRM burden estimates obtained
from multiple IRM of the same duration (IRM
frequency, P < 0.001, online Table 1 [Supporting
information, part F]; dotted lines in Fig. 1) at
different time points in each patient resulted in
significantly reduced variability and RAD of the
IRM-AFB estimates. The effect of averaging IRMAFB was independent of the AF and IRM characteristics (online Table 1 [Supporting information,
part F], Fig. 1). The reduction of RAD provided
by averaging of IRM-AFB was more pronounced
at lower IRM durations (24-hour IRM, Fig. 1).
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Discussion
Magnitude of IRM-AFB Error
Our results indicate a disconcerting unreliability of IRM-AFB estimates. Regardless of the
IRM and AF characteristics, the relative error
of the IRM-AFB estimates greatly exceeded the
level of 10% of the true AFB that might be
considered acceptable for a diagnostic procedure
(Fig. 1, black dotted line). For AF burdens
<0.6, the error of the IRM-AFB estimates is
larger than 50% of the true value. For AF
burdens <0.3, which is a population that has
recently been used for the evaluation of the
clinical effectiveness of novel AF treatments,11
the error of IRM-AFB estimates exceeds 100% of
the true AFB (Figs. 1 and 2). To the best of our
knowledge and research, we are unaware of any
other diagnostic procedure in medicine entailing
such a high amount of measurement error.
This amount of uncertainty can be visualized
in Figure 3. Two patients with the same amount
of AFB but different temporal aggregation (AF
density) are presented on the left, while the results
of 105 simulations of the average of three 7-day
IRM and the probability of obtaining a certain IRMAFB are displayed on the right. In patient A, the
relative error of the IRM-AFB obtained with this
strategy is 95% of the true AFB. Although the
true AFB is 0.2, almost 40% of all simulated IRMs
failed to detect any AF, whereas 28% of all IRM
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Figure 1. The relative error (relative mean absolute deviation) of IRM-AFB estimates as a function of the patient’s
true AFB at three different levels of AF density. The relative error of the AF burdens (point estimates) obtained by
averaging multiple IRMs at different times is also displayed (dotted lines). The dotted black horizontal lines depict
a relative error level of 10% which may be considered acceptable in diagnostic procedures. AF = atrial fibrillation;
AFB = atrial fibrillation burden; IRM = intermittent rhythm monitoring.

throughout the patient observation period resulted
in significantly decreased IRM-AFB variability
and significant RAD reduction (online Table 1
[Supporting information, part F], Fig. 1). On
average, and in the setting of a clinical trial with
a large number of patients, this approach would
significantly improve the reliability of the IRMAFB. However, this would result in two distinct
disadvantages: first, this approach would reduce
a longitudinal study of AFB development to a
point estimate comparison, since several IRM-AFB
would be averaged to obtain a single, albeit more
reliable, estimate. Second, this approach would
result in an unacceptably high relative error for a
diagnostic procedure (relative error >50%, Fig. 1).
Another factor, which contributes to the
measurement error of AFB with IRM, is the issue
of patient noncompliance. Previously published
simulation studies of IRM for the detection
of AF recurrence have conservatively assumed
100% compliance with the scheduled monitoring
strategies.1–3,18–20 In reality, however, the actual
IRM compliance is much lower for a variety
of reasons. Reported causes of patient noncompliance with scheduled monitoring include skin
irritation, interference with showering or exercise,
and feelings of self-consciousness when wearing
the monitoring equipment in public.21 Factors
unrelated to the patient (such as failure of the
batteries, recording media, or adhesive patches)
also contribute to loss of data with IRM. A recent

simulations estimated a burden of 0.35%, and
8% of simulations estimated a burden of 0.65%.
With this IRM strategy, the probability of obtaining
an IRM-AFB that falls within 10% of the true
value (blue bars of histogram) is only 1%. In
contrast, patient B (whose AFB is more evenly
spread across the observation time and therefore
has a lower AF density) has a relative error of 24%.
Nevertheless, even for this patient, the probability
of obtaining an IRM-AFB to within 10% of the
true value (blue bars of histogram) is only 28%.
However, it is important to note that since the
AF characteristics in the setting of a clinical
trial or individual patient follow-up are unknown
a priori, the amount of uncertainty that IRMAFB estimation entails in every individual patient
prospectively is inestimable and indeterminable.
Factor Influencing the Measurement Error of the
IRM-AFB Estimates
The factors affecting the measurement error of the IRM-AFB estimates were the AF
and IRM characteristics (Figs. 1 and 2, online
Table 1 [Supporting information, part F]). The
IRM-AFB measurement error significantly increases with lower burdens, higher AF densities,
and shorter IRM durations (online Table 1
[Supporting information, part F]).
Averaging the AFB estimates obtained from
multiple IRM (increase in IRM frequency, online
Table 1 [Supporting information, part F]; Fig. 1)
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Figure 2. The relative error (relative mean absolute deviation) of the AFB estimation derived from the most commonly
used IRM. The relative error (relative mean absolute deviation) of the AFB estimation derived from the most commonly
used IRM (24 hours, 7 days, and 30 days) as a function of the patient’s true AFB and AF density. The dotted white
lines delineate a relative error level of 10%. The black points denote the AFB and AF density combinations of our
patient population. Abbreviations as in Figure 1.

study with an external arrhythmia monitoring
patch reported that the device fell off in 22% of
patients and resulted in a mean wear time of 7.9
± 1.8 days instead of the planned 14 days.22 In a
pilot trial of 40 patients with cryptogenic stroke or
high-risk transient ischemic attack, patients were
randomly assigned to mobile cardiac outpatient
telemetry monitoring for 21 days or to routine
follow-up.17 Kamel et al. reported that the patients
in the aggressive monitoring group only wore the
monitors for 64% of the assigned days and that
25% of patients were not compliant at all with
the scheduled monitoring.17 In another study,
which used the same monitoring technology in 19
patients who recently underwent catheter ablation
for AF, only 53% of patients complied with the
scheduled monitoring.16 In our study, we analyzed
the effect of 90%, 75%, and 50% compliance with
scheduled IRM. Not surprisingly, poor compliance
contributed to an additional AFB measurement
relative error of up to 25%. Although a given rate
of noncompliance had a greater impact on lessrigorous IRM strategies, it is important to recognize
that the rate of noncompliance (whether due to
patient or technical factors) is likely to be higher
in the more rigorous IRM strategies.

PACE, Vol. 00

Implications for Causal Inferences on the
Success of Therapeutic Interventions in the
Presence of High Uncertainty
On an individual patient level, the high
variability of IRM-AFB estimates makes causal
inferences regarding changes in observed IRMAFB estimates particularly precarious. This can
be illustrated in Figure 4. This patient has
been continuously monitored for approximately
2 years, and a therapeutic intervention (change
of medication therapy) took place in the middle
of the observation period (green line, Fig. 4,
left panel). In this patient, the period prior to
the intervention (Period A, Fig. 4, left panel)
happened to have the same AFB and density
as the postintervention monitored period (Period
B, Fig. 4, left panel). With the use of CM and
cardiac rhythm history reconstruction, we can
conclude with confidence that the intervention
did not result in a significant AFB reduction.
In this patient, the relative error of IRM-AFB
with averaging the burden of three 7-day IRMs
(in each Period A and B) is 43.1%, and the
probability of obtaining an IRM-AFB within 10%
(blue columns of histogram, Fig. 4, right) of the
true burden (dotted black line, Fig. 4, right) is
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Figure 3. Upper panel: cardiac rhythm reconstruction (left) and IRM AFB distribution (average of three 7-day IRM
per year, right) of a patient with high-density AF. Lower panel: cardiac rhythm reconstruction (left) and IRM AFB
distribution (average of three 7-day IRM per year, right) of a patient with a similar AFB to patient A but low-density
AF. Abbreviations as in Figure 1.

up IRM strategy performed in Period B resulted
in an IRM AFB within burden range C (AFB
< 0.09), the logical implication would be that
the therapeutic intervention was successful and
led to a true decrease in the patient’s burden.
Conversely, if an IRM strategy performed in
Period A resulted in an IRM AFB within the
burden range C (AFB < 0.09) and the follow-up
IRM strategy performed in Period B resulted in
an IRM AFB within the burden range D (AFB
> 0.35), the logical implication would be that
the therapeutic intervention was unsuccessful
and that the patient’s AF status and burden

only 13%. Since Periods A and B happen to have
almost the same burden and density, the IRMAFB distribution that would be obtained with
averaging three 7-day IRMs in each period is the
same and is displayed in Figure 4, right panel.
In this probability distribution, the probability of
obtaining an IRM-AFB <0.09 (burden range C,
Fig. 4, right) is the same as the probability of
obtaining an IRM-AFB >0.35 (Pr = 0.2, burden
range D, Fig. 4, right).
Assuming that an IRM strategy performed
in Period A resulted in an IRM AFB within
burden range D (AFB > 0.35) and that the follow-
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Figure 4. A patient is continuously monitored for approximately 2 years. A therapeutic intervention occurred in the
middle of the observation period (green solid vertical line, left panel). The period prior to the intervention (Period
A) happens to have the same AFB and density as the postintervention period (Period B). Continuous monitoring
and cardiac rhythm history thus indicates that the intervention did not result in a significant AFB reduction. The
variability of the IRM-AFB estimates can severely distort the evaluation of therapeutic interventions. Abbreviations
as in Figure 1.

deteriorated. The reality, however, as revealed
with CM, is that the intervention resulted in no
change in the patient’s AFB.
It is striking to note that the probability of
obtaining either of the above two very different
interpretations and conclusions is the same and
is greater than the probability of obtaining an
IRM-AFB estimate within 10% of the true AFB
(Pr = 13%; blue columns of histogram, Fig. 4,
right). The variability of the IRM-AFB estimates can therefore severely distort the scientific, evidence-based evaluation of therapeutic
interventions. The different causal inferences
that could have been obtained with IRM-AFB
estimates should be attributed to the high error,
uncertainty, and randomness entailed in the IRMAFB estimates and not to the success or failure
of the therapeutic intervention. This amount of
uncertainty may have implications for individual
patient follow-up. Patient follow-up in the clinical
setting is per definition a longitudinal process
and as such the estimation of AFB for any
interval using IRM-AFB estimates will lead to
significant measurement error and precarious
causal inferences. An additional disadvantage of
IRM-AFB estimation is that any information about
the progression of AF as a disease will probably be
lost either due to the high variability of the IRMAFB as an estimator, or in the process of averaging
the results of IRM-AFB measurements in order to
obtain a more reliable estimate.
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Implications for the Design of Clinical Trials
The variability of an estimator—in this case
the IRM-AFB—is fundamental for establishing the
statistical significance of a comparison between
samples. By extension, due to the high variability of IRM-AFB, studies using IRM-AFB will
inevitably have a high probability of Type II error
(failing to reject a false null hypothesis ࣈ failing to
statistically establish a difference that is otherwise
true). This can be visualized in Figure 5 which
shows two samples of simulated patients with
significantly different true AFB (sample A: 0.35,
sample B: 0.2, solid horizontal lines, Fig. 5) and
with various AF densities. A strategy of one 7day IRM strategy would fail to show statistical
significance for the difference in the AFB of these
two groups with a probability of 72.2% (statistical
power of only 27.8%) due to the high variability
and wide overlap of the IRM-AFB distribution in
these populations (thin red and blue lines, Fig. 5).
It is noteworthy that there are several studies that
have avoided the use of IRM-AFB and instead
have employed CM to document AFB reduction
between groups.3,23–26
Fundamental theorems in probability theory
(law of large numbers, central limit theorem)
applied in our results indicate that although IRMAFB estimates are imprecise, these estimates will
tend to the population’s true AFB given that
the sample size is sufficiently large. However,
due to the increased error and variance of the
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guide AF follow-up. Numerous studies have
shown that symptoms have a low sensitivity
and specificity,27–30 which may or may not
lead to better and more reliable AF recurrence
detection.29,31 There is significant evidence in the
literature of a disconnection between symptoms
and AF recurrence: symptoms perceived to be
related to AF often are not associated with an
atrial tachyarrhythmia and the vast majority of
AF episodes are asymptomatic.27 Therefore, for
the scientific evaluation of AF treatments even
with the presence of symptoms (and because
of their low sensitivity and specificity), AF
recurrence should still be electrocardiographically
documented. In addition, recent evidence shows
that the ratio of asymptomatic to symptomatic AF
episodes increases after invasive AF treatments.23
Therefore, although a limitation, we believe that
not allowing for patient symptoms does not limit
the validity and applicability of our findings.
The majority of our patient population had low
AFB (mean burden 0.12 ± 0.22, median 0.11,
third quartile 0.13). Although our population does
include patients with high burden, the results
of our models might be less accurate in these
patients and might not reflect accurately the IRMAFB error at very high burdens (>0.8). Although
this study is a simulation study describing the
error that is expected to occur when IRMAFB estimates are used for patient management
or as end points for clinical trials, a clinical
trial is still necessary to clarify the clinical
meaning of misclassification of AF recurrence and
AFB.

Figure 5. Simulation of two samples of 100 patients,
each having different true AFB (solid vertical lines,
Sample A: 0.2, Sample B: 0.35) with various AF
densities. The simulated IRM-AFB distributions (7,500
simulations) in these two samples are presented with
the horizontal thin lines. Due to the high variability and
the wide overlap of the IRM-AFB estimates in these two
samples, the probability of Type II error (failing to reject
a false null hypothesisࣈfailing to statistically establish a
difference that is true) is 72.2% and the statistical power
to detect a difference that truly exists is only 27.8%.
Abbreviations as in Figure 1.

IRM-AFB and additional variance due to compliance or potential data loss issues, studies
employing IRM-AFB estimates will inevitably
have a reduced statistical power and would
require an increased number of patients in order to
detect a difference in AFB that otherwise would be
true. For example, in our patient population, the
use of 7-day IRM-AFB would reduce the power to
detect a 40% effect size (decrease in true AFB from
0.25 to 0.1) by up to 50% in a two-arm study with
a sample size of 100 patients per arm.

Conclusions
We provide evidence that IRM-AFB estimates
are unreliable estimators of the true AFB with
high variability, low accuracy, low precision,
and high uncertainty. The use of IRM-AFB
estimates leads to reduced statistical power of
studies investigating the impact of AF treatments
on quantitative AF status and to an increased
probability of Type II error. Results of trials using
IRM-AFB estimates should be interpreted with
caution, especially if these trials fail to show
evidence of AFB differences for subgroups or after
therapeutic interventions.

Study Limitations
Our methodology does not take into consideration patient symptoms, which may help
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